Which Grasses Aggravate My Allergies

Thomas Blomseth Christiansen, @tblomseth Show&Tell, QS18, Portland, OR, 2018-09-22
Not sneezing that much anymore
Itching nose

6586 observations in the period May 9 through Sep 19 (134 days)
\approx 49 observations \text{ day}
One Button Tracker
Tracked *itching nose* alongside high-resolution *positions* and time-lapse *photos of vegetation* while running on the same loop in the park.
GoPro camera
GUIDO 2.0 (44)
Device id:
4B10AD22-CCE6-42E1-ACF-1A7C9CDFA15C

Current Run: 20180922
Beat Tempo: 120 bpm
Distance: 0 m

Heart Rate: -1 bpm
Steps: -1
Workout plan is MISSING
GPS & location tracking is ON
Motion state is MOVING
WORKOUT COMPLETE!

While at the starting line, right before getting going:
1) Start GPS & Location Tracking (ON)
2) Set Motion State to MOVING
3) Start Step Counting
4) Reset Plan to Start

Beat
Silent
Mix
Even more over-instrumented running
Workouts 2018-05-{27,30}
Grass pollen level in Copenhagen
Vegetation at hotspot #1
Vegetation at hotspot #2
Vegetation at hotspots #3
Vegetation at hotspot #4
Vegetation at my childhood home
Merging observation streams is not trivial
Allergies are a misfiring of the immune system
My immune system is a *fast learner* but a *slow forgetter*
thomas@blomseth.dk
@tblomseth